Dumping drums with a forklift  Date: 7/1/2007

MODEL: ADT-20HD

Automatic, self-contained drum tipper/dumper device. Fits any forklift. Fully powered forward rotation, with heavy 2000# capacity, 360 degree horizontal rotation (side to side) and 125 degree vertical (forward) rotation! Adjustable clamping pressure and rotation speeds. Built-in battery charger, Range of capabilities between 18-28" diameter drums. "EE" ratings can be accommodated. Major ergonomic advancement for your operators. "Tough Jobs Demand Tough Equipment!"

UNIT DIMENSIONS

OVERALL LENGTH: 64"
FORK POCKET O.D.: 33"
FORK POCKET LENGTH: 38"
OVERALL WIDTH: 35.5" (fork spacing is 19.5" I.D.)
OVERALL HEIGHT: 21"
WEIGHT: 745 POUNDS
CAPACITY: 2000 POUNDS
WARRANTY: 12 MONTHS
OPTIONS: ADAPTORS FOR PLASTIC/FIBER DRUMS

To Order Call: 1-800-837-6540 or Fax 847-325-2959